ELECTRIC HYDRAULIC TRASH CAN DUMPER - TCD-M-48-AC

*** ANY ADDITIONS, DELETIONS, OR OMISSIONS MUST BE CORRECTED ON THIS DRAWING AS THIS DRAWING WILL BE CONSIDERED ALL INCLUSIVE ***

ALL GRAPHICS PROVIDED ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. IF CERTAIN DIMENSIONS ARE CRITICAL PLEASE VERIFY THOSE DIMENSIONS WITH YOUR SALESPERSON

STANDARD FEATURES

MODEL NUMBER: TCD-M-48-AC

usable chute width: 20" min to 27" max
usage chute length: 27 1/8"

overall length: 75 5/8"
overall width: 46 1/16"
overall height: 64 11/16"

overall rotated height: 113 13/16"
maximum rotated angle: 45°
dump height: 48 3/4"

works with model# th-32/64/95

uniform capacity is 400 lbs

casters:
front: 8" x 2" gfn swivel
rear: 8" x 2" gfn rigid

two adjustable floor locks

power unit: 115 v ac single phase
control: hand

frame is durable liquid paint blue finish
chute is durable liquid aint yellow finish

special features

none

dimension tolerance ± 1/4"

for internal use only
project sign off

vestil manufacturing

approx weight: 554.55 lbs.
do not include weight of power or packaging!!!